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ABSTRACT

Judicial attitudes towards aesthetics have shifted rather dramatically during this century from one of outright hostility to general recognition of aesthetics as a sole justification for use of the use of the police power. The acceptable limits of these regulations are still being explored, the issue of possible conflicts with the right of commercial free speech being the most recent legal battleground.

The paper reviews the historical development of judicial attitudes towards aesthetic and billboard regulations, examining in some detail the recent case of Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego. It also examines legislative developments during the same period which have largely negated judicial gains for scenic beauty proponents. It concludes that the realistic forecast for the foreseeable future is for more and larger billboards spread along more and more of both our urban and rural roadsides.
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Aesthetic regulations in general, and billboard regulations in particular, have long been a matter of contention in the courts as well as in the legislatures. Judicial attitudes towards aesthetics have shifted rather dramatically during this century from one of outright hostility to general recognition of aesthetics as the sole justification necessary for use of the police power (power of regulation). The acceptable limits of these regulations are still being explored, however, the issue of possible conflicts with the right of commercial free speech being the most recent legal battleground. At the same time that aesthetic controls have been winning the battle of the courts, they have been losing their long battle in the legislatures, particularly in the United States Congress. Ironically, the instrument of these defeats has been the Highway Beautification Act, legislation which was supposed to rid our nation's rural highways of billboard blight.

Historical Development of Sign Regulation

Judicial attitudes towards regulations designed to protect aesthetics have gone through four fairly distinct periods during this century. In the early years, aesthetic regulations were usually struck down by the courts as not being a legitimate use of the police powers. During the second, the era of legal fiction, the legality of many ordinances protecting aesthetics were upheld, not on the basis that they protected the visual environment, but on the supposed basis that their primary function was to protect the health, welfare, or morals of the public. This era gradually led to one of partial acceptance of aesthetics as a justification for regulation, provided it could also be buttressed by
safety or economic considerations. Finally, in the modern era regulation based on aesthetics alone has reached a level of general judicial acceptance.

The Era of Nonrecognition

Courts in the early years of this century were very harsh towards the concept of protecting the visual environment through the use of the police power. For example, in 1903 the City of Passaic, New Jersey, enacted an ordinance establishing a ten-foot setback and an eight-foot height limit for billboards. In striking down the ordinance the Court commented:

Aesthetic considerations are a matter of luxury and indulgence rather than of necessity, and it is necessity alone which justifies the exercise of the police power to take private property without compensation.

In a similar vein, the California Supreme Court struck down a San Jose ordinance which prohibited billboards and required the removal of existing signs. The court reasoned:

We find that the one ground upon which the town council may be thought to have acted is that appearance of billboards is, or may be, offensive to the sight of persons of refined taste. . . . It has never been held that these considerations alone justify, as an exercise of the police power, a radical restriction of an owner of property to use his property in an ordinary and beneficial way.

The Era of Legal Fiction

Gradually, however, increasing urbanization and public demand for
controls over billboard blight and other visual pollution led the courts to allow greater latitude in aesthetic regulation. They were willing to tentatively explore the realm of aesthetics, but were not ready to generally employ visual attractiveness as a legal basis for utilizing police power regulation. Thus, a billboard control ordinance in St. Louis was upheld not on the basis that it improved aesthetics, but that it protected health, safety, and morals. The argument maintained that billboards were firetraps, were easily blown over, and served as concealment for immoral acts and for criminals lying in wait for their victims. An Illinois court used similar reasoning in upholding a Chicago ordinance that restricted the placement of billboards in residential areas. This legal fiction rationale was widely accepted and served as the primary justification for sign regulation for several decades.

Partial Acceptance of Aesthetics

The courts moved away from the "legal fiction" justification for aesthetic regulation in the 1930's to acknowledging aesthetics when sufficiently interwoven with other facets of health, safety, or public welfare. Aesthetics could be considered and given weight, but such elements alone were not usually sufficient justification for the use of the police power. This position was clearly stated in Justice Pound's off-quoted opinion in Perlmutter v. Greene:

Beauty may not be queen, but she is not an outcast beyond the pale of protection or respect. She may at least shelter herself under the wing of safety, morality, or decency.

Thus, the court ruled that the state could lawfully construct a screen on the public right-of-way which blocked the view of a billboard facing
a state highway -- in order to benefit public travel. The Indiana Supreme Court upheld a prohibition of billboards within 500 feet of any park or boulevard; the decision noted a growing acknowledgement of aesthetics but based enforcement on the regulation of public safety. 8

In 1935 a Massachusetts case upheld an ordinance prohibiting billboards within 300 feet of a park or 50 feet from a public way, further broadening the scope of the police powers while giving more direct recognition to aesthetics:

We think that the preservation of scenic beauty and places of historical interest would be of sufficient support (for the advertising regulation). Consideration of taste and fitness may be a proper basis for action in granting and denying permits for locations for advertising devices. 9

In this instance the court noted that areas of scenic beauty are a source of pride, comfort and enjoyment to the people. Since scenic beauty is an important factor to the public welfare, use of the police power would be valid. This case marked another stage in the evolution of the police power doctrine -- whereas the courts at first required regulations to be based wholly on protection of public health, welfare, and safety, it now became the rule that regulations with obvious aesthetic purposes would be upheld if any connection, however tenuous, with general welfare could be shown.

The Modern Rationale: Acceptance of Aesthetics

In 1954 the U.S. Supreme Court gave acceptance to aesthetic consideration as a proper subject for regulation, although the decision dealt with
eminent domain and not directly with police powers. The case, Berman v. Parker, involved the constitutionality of the taking of a Washington, D.C., retail store for an urban renewal project. Justice Douglas wrote:

The concept of the public welfare is broad and inclusive. . . . The values it represents are spiritual as well as physical, aesthetic as well as monetary. It is within the power of the legislature to determine that the community should be beautiful as well as healthy, spacious as well as clean, well balanced as well as carefully patrolled. 10

This unequivocal acceptance of aesthetic considerations set the stage for future decisions from state courts. The issue generally remained shielded under the blanket of general economic or safety considerations, however, until recent years, rarely emerging as the primary justification for invocation of the police power.

In 1963 New York's highest court moved to full acceptance of aesthetics in the rather bizarre case of People v. Stover. The City of Rye, New York, passed an ordinance reading in part:

No clotheslines, drying racks, poles or similar devices for hanging clothes, rags, or other fabrics shall be erected or maintained in a front yard or side yard abutting a street. 11

This ordinance was aimed at Mrs. Webster Stover, who, unhappy with the city government, had erected a clothesline in her front yard as a protest and hung up battered clothing, old uniforms, underwear, rags, and scarecrows. Each year for five years she added another clothesline filled with more tangled linens. The Stovers refused to remove the clotheslines to comply with the ordinance, claiming it unconstitutionally
interfered with their freedom of speech and deprived them of property without due process of law.

The court rejected the Stovers' defense, based on the right of symbolic speech, and also brushed aside the city's argument that the ordinance was necessary on the basis of economic and safety considerations. It found that aesthetic considerations alone were sufficient to justify the ordinance, holding that it:

simply prescribes conduct that is unnecessarily offensive to the visual sensibilities of the average person and tends to debase the community, and reduces real estate values.\(^\text{12}\)

The New York Court of Appeals (the State's highest court) broke new ground in sign regulation, when in 1967, it upheld an ordinance prohibiting all off-premise signs in a community, even though the ordinance was based primarily, if not solely on aesthetic considerations.\(^\text{13}\) In the same year the Supreme Court of Hawaii upheld the constitutionality of a comprehensive zoning ordinance passed by the City and County of Honolulu which provided, among other things, for the regulation and control of outdoor advertising signs.\(^\text{14}\) The court stated:

We accept beauty as a proper community objective, attainable through the use of the police power. We are mindful of the reasoning of most courts that have upheld the validity of ordinances regulating outdoor advertising and of the need felt by them to some basis in economics, health, safety, or even morality. We do not feel so constrained.\(^\text{15}\)
The Superior Court of New Jersey followed in 1974, upholding a zoning ordinance limiting the size, number, and placement of signs in various districts of the Town of Westfield. The court noted that the only purpose of the ordinance was the improvement of the town's aesthetic environment. Having isolated the issue, the court declared:

This court today holds defendant town may within the scope of its police power, enact a zoning ordinance based solely upon aesthetic considerations.

One of the clearest statements regarding aesthetic improvement as a basis for the use of the police power was delivered by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts in 1974. The Boston suburb of Brookline had adopted an ordinance prohibiting all off-premise advertising signs in the town. Brushing aside the usual public safety rationale, the court stated:

The issue squarely before us is whether the town bylaws, enacted primarily or solely for aesthetic reasons, are within the scope of the police power. We conclude that aesthetics alone may justify the exercise of the police power; that within the broad concept of "general welfare," cities and towns may enact reasonable billboard regulations designed to preserve and improve their physical environment.

Other recent favorable rulings regarding sign regulation include those in Maine (prohibition of billboards in the Town of Boothbay with a ten-month amortization period for non-conforming signs); New York (prohibition of all billboards in the Catskill and Adirondack Parks); Colorado (comprehensive sign ordinance in the resort town of Steamboat Springs including a ban on off-premise signs); and North Dakota (challenge to the state's Highway Beautification Law).
A ruling unfavorable to proponents of aesthetic regulation occurred when the Colorado Supreme Court struck down as an unreasonable use of the police powers a Denver ordinance which totally prohibited the erection of new billboards within the City and required elimination of existing signs over a five-year amortization period. However, the Federal Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals found that the amortization provision for non-conforming signs, including on-premise signs, did not constitute a taking of private property.

In the first zoning case to be heard by the U.S. Supreme Court since 1928, Village of Belle Terre v. Boras, the Court removed any lingering doubts concerning the use of police power authority to control aesthetics. In upholding the constitutionality of a village ordinance limiting the occupancy of one-family dwelling to traditional families or to groups of no more than two unrelated persons, Justice Douglas wrote:

A quiet place where yards are wide, people few, and motor vehicles restricted are legitimate guidelines in a land use project addressed to family needs. . . The police power is not confined to eliminating filth, stench, and unhealthy places. It is ample to lay out zones where family values, youth values, and the blessings of quiet seclusion, and clean air make the area a sanctuary for people.

This view was further strengthened in the case of Penn Central Transportation Co v. New York City, in which the Court upheld the city's historic preservation law.

The Free Speech Issue

The constitutional guarantee of free speech has been an issue in sign-related cases over the years, but it came to the fore after the
U.S. Supreme Court extended protection to commercial speech in the mid-1970's. However, there is no reported case of a state court overturning a billboard control ordinance because it inhibits the right of free speech. The only successful challenges to commercial speech limitation have dealt with the content of advertising.

Most of the state court decisions regarding the free speech issue have emphasized the captive nature of billboard audiences, and the fact that billboards are essentially a use of the public roads. Thus, in the Brookline case mentioned earlier the court pointed out:

Regardless of the extent which constitutional protection is afforded commercial advertising . . . we believe that due to the intrusive quality of billboards, passers-by, whether willing or not, are compelled to see the advertisements. The advertiser's message is thrust upon them as a captive audience in violation of the "cardinal principle that no person can be compelled to listen (or hear) against his will." . . . Thus we conclude that the petitioner's minimal free speech interest does not outweigh the interests of the unwilling audience.

In upholding a prohibition on billboards within the Town of Southampton, the New York Court of Appeals stated:

We reject the plaintiff's contention that the prohibition on non-accessory billboards constitutes a violation of the right of free speech guaranteed by the first amendment. While the Supreme Court has held that commercial speech falls within the protection of the First and Fourteenth Amendments, the Court recognized that a state may regulate the time, place, or manner of commercial speech -- as opposed to its content --
to effectuate a significant government interest. We believe that the regulation of aesthetics constitutes such an interest. The Supreme Court of Colorado rejected arguments that a ban on off-premises signs in the Town of Steamboat Springs violated first amendment rights. A Lubbock, Texas billboard control ordinance was upheld using similar reasoning:

Although commercial speech is accorded first amendment safeguards, the manner in which commercial advertising is disseminated is subject to regulation.

Maine's State-wide Ban on Billboards

In 1977 Maine joined Vermont and Hawaii in enacting a state-wide ban on all off-premises advertising signs. The statute prohibited billboards with a few exceptions including political signs erected within three weeks of an election, and signs for certain non-commercial activities, and substituted a system of small directional signs on the right-of-way. The Act, when challenged by two outdoor advertising companies, was upheld by the Federal District Court. The sign companies appealed.

The First Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the decision of the lower court, holding the Maine law violated non-commercial free speech. The decision was of little comfort to the outdoor advertising industry, however, since the ban on commercial billboards was upheld:

Where commercial speech is concerned we could have little reservation in holding that the statute directly serves legitimate state interest and . . . that these interests could not be served as well by a more limited restriction on commercial speech.
Following this decision, the legislation was revised and re-enacted in 1981 to allow more political and other non-commercial signs. 38

The San Diego Case

San Diego enacted an ordinance in 1972 banning all off-premise advertising signs and requiring the removal of existing billboards following the expiration of an amortization period. 39 The sign industry attacked the validity of the ordinance, and the trial court held that it was an unreasonable exercise of the police power, and an abridgement of first amendment guarantees of free speech. The appeals court agreed. The California Supreme Court reversed, upholding the ordinance. 40 In doing so, the court specifically overruled the 1909 Varney & Green v. Williams decision, holding that decision was:

Unworkable, discordant with modern thought and the scope of the police power, and therefore compels forthright repudiation.

Because this state relies on its scenery to attract tourists and commerce, aesthetic considerations assume economic value. Consequently, any distinction between aesthetic and economic grounds as a justification for billboard regulation must fail.

Present day city planning would be virtually impossible under a doctrine which denied a city authority to legislate for aesthetic purposes under the police power. 41

The court also held that the ordinance did not abridge freedom of speech, relying on support from other state court decisions and the Supreme Court's affirmance of decisions in several state cases. 42

In a decision involving five separate opinions, the United States Supreme Court upheld the ban on commercial billboards in the San Diego
ordinance, but ruled the restrictions on non-commercial advertising to be an unconstitutional restriction of free speech.\textsuperscript{43} The decision, which could not be considered one of the Court's most outstanding, was characterized by Justice Rehnquist as, "a Tower of Babel, from which no definitive principles can be clearly drawn."\textsuperscript{44}

The plurality, Justices White, Stewart, Marshall, and Powell, reviewed the four-part test for determining the validity of government restrictions of commercial speech as set forth in \textit{Central Hudson v. Public Service Commission}.\textsuperscript{45}

(1) The First Amendment protects commercial speech only if that speech concerns lawful activity and is not misleading. A restriction on otherwise protected commercial speech is valid only if it (2) seeks to implement a substantial governmental interest, (3) directly advances that interest, and (4) reaches no farther than necessary to accomplish the given objective.\textsuperscript{46}

The four justices ruled the ban on commercial billboards in the San Diego ordinance met this test. They held the stated objectives of traffic safety and aesthetics definitely qualified as "substantial governmental interests."\textsuperscript{47} They also held that:

The city has gone no farther than necessary in seeking to meet its ends. Indeed, it has stopped short of fully accomplishing its ends: It has not prohibited all billboards, but allows on-site advertising and some other specifically exempted signs. . .

In sum, insofar as it regulates commercial speech the San Diego ordinance meets the constitutional requirements of \textit{Central Hudson}, supra.\textsuperscript{48}
In their separate opinions, Justices Stevens, Burger, and Rehnquist agreed that the city could totally ban commercial billboards without violating commercial free speech.\textsuperscript{49}

Because of the exceptions in the ordinance for on-site signs, however, the plurality concluded the ordinance gave greater protection to commercial than to non-commercial speech, and on this basis they declared the ordinance unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{50} They also felt the ordinance was discriminatory because it permitted religious symbols, signs designating historical sites, time and temperature signs, governmental signs, and temporary political signs to the exclusion of other non-commercial messages.\textsuperscript{51}

Justices Brennan and Blackmun concurred with the plurality. They disagreed in upholding the ban on commercial billboards in San Diego, however, concluding that the city had not demonstrated a total ban was necessary to achieve a substantial governmental purpose.\textsuperscript{52} On the other hand, they did not rule out total billboard prohibitions if a community could demonstrate that this action was part of a larger community commitment to aesthetics. Specifically, they referred to Williamsburg, Virginia, as an example.

To summarize this confusing decision:

1. The San Diego ordinance was struck down because the Court felt it restricted non-commercial speech, a view shared by six of the justices.

2. Seven of the justices felt a total ban on commercial billboards was acceptable. The remaining two stated that a total ban could be permissible, if the community demonstrated an overall commitment to aesthetics.
The Highway Beautification Act

Perhaps no environmental or land-use issue evoked more discussion and debate during the 1950's and 1960's than did aesthetics and sign control. This movement culminated in the Highway Beautification Act of 1965 which promised to remove existing billboard blight from our rural roadsides and prevent its future spread. In practice, however, the Act has largely been a failure, accomplishing neither objective and being used by the outdoor advertising industry to promote their own interests and to negate court decisions favorable to aesthetic regulation. Indeed, legislative proposals to repeal the Act have have led to the ironic situation in which environmental organizations that originally fought for the passage of the Act have been supporting its repeal while the billboard industry has become the Act's vigorous champion.

Control of New Signs

The Highway Beautification Act has been very ineffective in controlling the erection of billboards along our rural roadsides. New signs were supposed to be erected only in areas of commercial use and were made subject to size, spacing and lighting criteria. Unfortunately for the stated objectives of the Act, the Secretary of Transportation was not allowed to set any national standards, but was to enter into agreements with the states based on "customary use." Customary use was defined in a rather curious way.

The maximum allowable size in most states was set at 1200 square feet, approximately twice the size of the largest billboards normally erected along the interstate system, and as large as a medium-size three bedroom house. "Customary spacing" in most of the states was defined as every 500 feet on the interstate system, every 300 feet on the
primary system outside cities, and every 100 feet on the primary system within municipalities. Since two billboards are permitted at each site, 42 billboards per mile are allowed under the Act along any portion of the interstate system that is in a commercially or industrially zoned area. The comparable figure on the primary system is 70 faces per mile, while within municipalities the possible sign faces reach the somewhat absurd level of 212 per mile. To contend, therefore, that the size and spacing requirements serve as any effective control of billboards is obviously absurd.

Since the size and spacing requirements contained in most of the agreements with the states amount to virtually no control of outdoor advertising, the designation of commercial and industrial areas becomes all important. In practice, many local communities, and particularly rural counties, have attempted to circumvent the Act by zoning long stretches of rural highway as commercial and industrial. The absence of any requirement that such areas actually contain commercial or industrial land uses, and the acceptance by the Federal Highway Administration of such "phony zoning" has resulted in new billboards being erected in a great number of areas that are rural in character. 57

Removal of Nonconforming Signs

As noted above, communities have traditionally eliminated nonconforming signs through amortization under the police power. Despite this, and the fact that twenty-two states were already removing nonconforming billboards under the earlier Bonus Law through this use of the police power, the 1965 Act required the payment of cash compensation for sign removals. This requirement, and particularly the 1978 amendment that mandated cash compensation whenever a nonconforming sign along an
or primary highway is removed under any state or local land-use control, environmental, or zoning law, was a tremendous triumph for the billboard industry. Not only was the cost of the removal program raised beyond the realm of possibility, the latest estimate to complete the program being in the range of $1.3 to $3.7 billion depending upon assumed rates of inflation, the Act has been used by the outdoor advertising industry as the basis for passage of laws in many states requiring the payment of compensation for the removal of any off-premise sign wherever located. Thus, the "beautification" act has been used as a vehicle to block local billboard removal programs, long one of the sign industry's most cherished objectives.

To summarize briefly, over the past twenty-five years or so, regulations designed to control billboard blight and other forms of visual ugliness have fared quite well in the courts. Prevailing judicial thought now holds that (1) aesthetic reasons alone are sufficient justification for the imposition of the police power, (2) a state or municipality can impose a total ban on billboards, and (3) forced removal of nonconforming signs after a reasonable amortization period does not constitute a "taking" of private property. At the same time, and particularly during the past decade, billboard control legislation has fared very poorly in the legislatures, the chief villain being the perverted Highway Beautification Act.

The Future of Billboard Controls

It has been conclusively established that a state or community can protect itself from billboard blight through the use of its police powers, even to the extent of totally banning outdoor advertising
signs. The remaining questions are:

(1) should billboards be severely controlled or abolished in certain communities and areas?

(2) do those who value scenic beauty have the will and political power to accomplish their objectives?

It has long been held that billboards are not a use of private property, but rather a use of the public roadways. This view was very clearly expressed in the classic case General Outdoor Advertising Company v. Department of Public Works: 58

(Outdoor advertising signs) constitute a franchise upon the public highways...(The billboard interests) are not asserting a natural right...They are seizing for private benefit an opportunity created for quite a different purpose by the expenditure of public monies.

Billboard advertisers create a negative externality for the public by thrusting their large intrusions on the privacy of those who use the public roads and highways. This impact is particularly severe in scenic areas, both rural and urban. Billboard control or prohibition regulations, therefore, are simply a use of the police power to prevent and eliminate visual pollution and invasion of privacy, both worthy objectives of public policy.

The Highway Beautification Act experience vividly demonstrates how difficult a battle is the legislative and regulatory fight for achievement of scenic beauty through billboard controls. The outdoor advertising industry is known for having one of the most lavishly financed and effective lobbies in Washington. They can also mobilize relatively vast
resources to attack billboard regulations at the state and local level. Environmental groups, on the other hand, have largely abandoned the field to the billboard barons, having moved on to other issues they consider more pressing and more important. The realistic outlook for the foreseeable future, therefore, is for more and larger billboards spread along more and more of both urban and rural roadsides.
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